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                                                	Sailmaker
	Boat cover supplier
	Marine broker
	Fabric wholesaler
	Textile merchant


                                            

                                            
                                                 Ind Est, Unit 6 Waterford Cir, Forres IV36 3EF                                            

                                            Stitch It & Fix It can have your boat sail looking as good as new in no time. We provide expert sail repairs in Forres. Get in touch with us to find out more!
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                                                 Unit 2 Willacy Ln, Bay Horse Ln, Catforth, Preston PR4 0JD                                            

                                            For boat covers, canopies, canal boat hoods, sail covers and marine canvas coverit with AMTRIM
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                                                	Boat cover supplier


                                            

                                            
                                                 Quay House, Battlesbridge Harbour, Battlesbridge, Wickford SS11 8TD                                            

                                            From fishing boat covers to furniture covers, Marina Boat Covers Ltd in Wickford have got you covered! Call us now on 07938 739 456.
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	Boat accessories supplier


                                            

                                            
                                                 Covercare Ltd, Thornham Marina, Thornham Ln, Emsworth PO10 8DD                                            

                                            Visit Covercare for bespoke boat covers, sail and cover laundry, servicing, repairs and boat upholstery. Based in Thornham Marina, Emsworth.
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                                                	Boat maintenance
	Boat cover supplier
	Diesel engine repair service
	Event management company


                                            

                                            
                                                 Garstons Cl, Titchfield, Fareham PO14 4EP                                            

                                            Bespoke yacht / boat maintenance and management plus a wide range of other marine services. This includes GRP polishing, teak deck cleaning, stainless steel polishing plus electrical, engine, generator, winch / windlass, refrigeration and gas servicing. Also new sails and canvas work, pre purchase vessel inspections, sea trials, deliveries and new owner hand holding.
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                                                 69 Sherland Rd, Twickenham TW1 4HB                                            

                                            Shepperton Covers
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                                        Michael Melchger

                                        22.03.2024

                                    

                                    Stitch It & Fix It

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Exceptional service, great craftsman and very fast delivery!Beyond expectation!If you ever need a sail maker on the east coast of Scotland get in touch with Tim!We had a torn Gennaker (3 lanes completely ripped). Tim answered within less than half an hour on a Sunday, we discussed specifications of the fabric, weight etc. over the phone. By Monday he had already ordered the fabric and came to pick up the sail in Lossiemouth.Within three days we had the sail delivered back to the boat in Inverness.This was.not an easy repair and would have easily taken a week with any other sail maker. Tim delivered beyond our expectations.We are very satisfied with the repair and happy that we went with Stitch It & Fix It.Thank you very much for your great support!Crew of SY Ellide / ASV Kiel

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Peter Cooper

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    MasterCovers Ltd

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    I have used Master Covers many times over the years for boat covers and sundry screens. Steve, Mitch and the team have always produced excellent covers at a competitive price complimented by extremely personable service. They have recently made a pair of screens for a Pergola which are perfect. I would have no hesitation in highly recommending them.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        John Forrest

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    Hartley Boats Ltd

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Was looking for a second hand Hartley 1.2 but by the time I got in touch it had been sold but they did invite me to go to the factory and have a look at some of the boats which I did and was impressed with the boats on display but was prepared to wait for a second hand boat.In the mean time Hartley arranged for me to try one at the Carsington club. On arrival it was blowing hard and raining however the staff were helpful and rigged  up a Hartley for me. As a novice sailor I was a bit anxious but there was a safety rib on hand which was reassureing. I was on the water for about an hour and felt this boat would do for me. Within two weeks a boat had been found. It was nearly new and suited me. It was delivered to my club in Nottingham. The staff fully rigged it and dealt with all my questions. Within in half an hour of them departing I was on the water. As a novice sailor it was only with the main sail up but the boat sailed well. Only one problem with it was I felt the tiller was far too long. I made a phone call and the next day a smaller one was fitted! So far I am still sailing with only the main sail but as my confidence grows this will change to adding the jibb and spiniaker. This the only boat I have ever brought and throughout this process the staff have been friendly and very helpful also extremly knowledgeable. Nothing seems to be too much trouble for them. When I am ready to upgrade to another boat I will be giveng Hartleys a ring!!

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Duncan Hiscock

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Flexicovers Ltd.

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Love it

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Simon

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Sparks Marine Trimmers Ltd

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Sparks always deliver traditional craftsmanship of the highest quality. As with all things boat, you may need to be patient and flexible.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Martin Quaife

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    N S Marine

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Great Service from NS Marine. So helpful and a good turnaround time. Thanks

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Andy Green

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Ocean Covers & Upholstery

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Had some damage to my canopy, rang up, dropped off, repaired and reinforced some other seams and back on the boat within 24hrs. Great, speedy service at a great price. Highly recommended.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Philip Couchman

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    N S Marine

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Savio and his son did a magnificent job on my engine.  I cannot recommend them highly enough.  They took on a very difficult job with real skill and good humour.  If you need a marine engineer this is the company for you

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Thomas Hutton

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Timeless Yacht Services

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Cracking service from Eliott and the Boats 247 guys. Very responsive and professional with top quality kit and boats.I’m not normally a ‘reviewer’, but want to say a big thanks and am happy to say they are a must for charter on the South Coast.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Nick Healey

                                        19.03.2024

                                    

                                    MK Group Marine and Automotive Upholstery

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Cannot highly recommend Tom and this company enough!! Repaired my van seat back to new, at an extremely quick turnaround and reasonable price. Great business fantastic service and finishing. Thanks so much would highly recommend you check this company out. The picture is the after picture the sweat was ripped and worn at the side closest to the door.
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